Relative USA Values and the Way Forward.
The Way Forward from “Hands Up Don’t Shoot” and “I Can’t Breath”
and congressman Ryan’s now substantiated concept that there is a
tailspin in the USA culture.
What is needed to create a 1,000,000 person email assault using the published Way Forward as a
foundation to change urban school districts? The Way Forward is a published book suggestion from
Congressman Ryan to the tailspin in the USA culture that he wants to talk about for the money. The
book is useful in the call for power - to concept present money flow and decisions closer to the objective
of individual opportunity and success within localities actually providing the future and the safety nets.
The problem is people are being shot or handled in ways that cause death outside the boundaries of
what is fair and reasonable in the opinion of some vocal majority and minority communities who at
times provide inadvertent cover for unreasonable violent and destructive actions. This is without regard
that the police action is being judged under the law (grand jury system) as fair and reasonable given the
circumstances of the encounter. After lawless actions there is less support for lawful and helpful
gathered voices that are projecting USA freedom of speech. The lawless footprint is a detriment to one
who wants to be helpful.

This is confusing the emotions and reason enough to address USA
VALUES in light of what is a first thing first solution. Each community has an
answer to -- are the police out of control? Generally cutting public safety will never be agreed
to by most. Improving safety is always the goal of the “whole” public. “Community policing”
more transparency with “community courts and the like” for civil society is more humane and
more legitimate and more local.

It is essential to link this first things first
development to chapter 28 of the Absorbent Mind by Maria
Montessori. Because, in so doing a complete roadmap is provided without the influence
of the last 50 years (a chance to start over).
We need a light discussion of relative values with “goodness” outcomes covering the lines of Benjamin
Watson’s unanswered questions. http://www.thebenjaminwatson.com/2014/benjamin-watsonsthoughts-ferguson/. We need a storyteller and joker approach (SNL) to say what is not being said. The
spectrum of relative values in tailspin has the potential to grip imagined and real situations for progress
and positive expectation. Real or imagined stories from every corner can be used. In fact there is a
local tailspin in the culture to work on and it will reveal itself in the circle of change needed to address
the family life of the age 0-12 year old in the city. (Media presentations applied to character and early
learning by Facebook and other media systems could be fun for each community) Can we laugh at
ourselves because we have been dumb and dumber.

How? There is truth and simplicity (trust) in relative values for all systems! Including systems of culture
that are under attack but are also dependent on each other. The Theory of Constraints clouds of
difference give rise to improvement questions. http://www.usa-positive-expectations.com/Theory-ofConstraints.html. The three laws of performance clearly get us to see our blind spots, clean out our
space so we are open to change and generative language in the form of a future reality tree.
http://www.usa-positive-expectations.com/Three-Laws.html Power can be applied in full view to
change the status quo.
What to change,
What to change to,
How to cause the change,
Let’s say we need the following in language and culture before we can expect it to change in actual
outcomes of diverse life 24/7/365. --- Traditional values include these links to age 6-12 dictionary
definitions of; Compassion, Courage, Discipline, Faith, Forgiveness, Friendship, Honesty, Justice, Love,
Loyalty, Persistence, Respect, Responsibility, Work -- Each of these is a link to a starting language of
agreement, and includes desirable personal assets and attributes. But the culture is generic western
civilization. Is that good enough? If we write it down we can generate our expectations? Do we want
to culturally separate our values expectations? Do we want school superintendents making empathic
judgments on what is crime, police, grand jury and jury conclusions for a segment of the population?
Back to the money, our currency says in God We Trust. Is that a joke? Are we kidding, I mean killing,
NO! Kindergarten Learning, YES! For the money, when do we start with the kindergarteners? What do
they already know? Has the tailspin already started? YES! Really, are school districts early enough to the
issues?
Remember Congressman Ryan wants to talk about the money. How bad is it? Our government has dug
the money pit by saying trust me! Trust the rule of law! I got your back! Our government prints the
coin in reference to God but encourages our depending on government. How funny is that? But our
government is us! Us is the +99% who can be arrested without being killed. Is that good enough to
make up a culture? No, look at the feeling explained by Benjamin Watson, the problem is not just 1%.
His solution is leave it to God. Except God has been replaced by the government and the government
gets its authority from the money.
Our currency says In God We Trust. And, it means wherever possible our founding fathers wanted us to
use the fruits of the spirit as our “above the law against these fruits there is no law” YOU KNOW THIS
WORKED WITH REV. MARTIN LUTHER KING IN LEADERSIP. YOU KNOW IT WAS WITHIN THE REASONS
FOR THE CIVIL WAR lead by President Lincoln and his use of the Greenback dollar to trust ourselves
under God to win the war. Right, you know this! Love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness,
faithfulness, gentleness, self control, no conceit, no provoking, and no envy.
Galatians 5:22 can be seen as promoting absolute values unto death on earth for the individual believer
who has faith in God and Jesus Christ the Son of God. But in any group setting, by nature of man, the
absolute becomes relative. Can a leader use these relative values in the 21st century society in
connection with the government’s segmentation of currency trust? Our Way Forward as a diverse
society is a relative application of Galatians 5:22 and chapter 28’s discussion of LOVE within The
Absorbent Mind by Maria Montessori.

If this is true, what else is true? What local leader will take us there? Who can see the traditional
values, assets, attributes, stories, messages, fruits of the spirit and chapter 28 in the same local deck of
opportunity development.
It appears complicated, can you imagine that? It should be content for 1,000 stories and jokes per day
cataloged by segment. This would be instead of the 1,000 man, 10 mile walk in protest every week.
Think about 24/7/365 media coverage and all the fun and revealing and cataloging of truth (trust) that
could be done today if it were couched in a story or joke for best understanding. Certainly this is not a
proposal to joke about death, injury or grand jury. The objective is to use stories and jokes to reveal our
way back to the Way Forward per Congressman Ryan and chapter 28.
 A man with a real power deck interested in resolving the poverty quagmires.
 The disputed tailspin in the culture is not a distraction but becomes a target if it is first things
first going to disappear in age 0-6 children.
 The last thoughts of a very powerful woman with a huge legacy of age 0-6 children development
labels our attention to age 0-6 children as love. Can you imagine that?
The Way Forward (in the form of stories and jokes regarding group relative values) should help us climb
out of the pit. Should help us establish “above the law” by communities so the law and regulation are
not used as a jack boot on the neck of the citizen. The way forward should provide real daily roads for
everyone toward opportunity, effectiveness, performance and success. There is probably 95%
agreement as to the most desirable assets and attributes that should be created for 100% of our
children at age 0-6 and we should start there next week in the communities that call for the help. After
age 12 the added complexity requires the law to resolve the differences. If this is true, what else is true.
I am suggesting each culture develops its own “above the law” generative positive expectation language.
It uses stories and jokes to communicate, as soon as a child can read - understanding the opportunity,
effectiveness, performance and success is very important for all. It cannot and will not exclude our most
at risk if they are ready to read before kindergarten. The outline for this should be used to pull back the
expansion of regulations and laws.
 How would Facebook publish a Way Forward just by saying jokes and stories that put ourselves
and our segments of society “above the law” in the concept that against such things stated
there is no law.
 Common sense is not as common as common practice and we should laugh at ourselves for not
putting our youngest first because they will support us, or not. Really, if this is true, what else is
true.
 Start with the outline of values, assets, messages, and stories for your segment. As an example
of how it can be presented and supported by jokes in your culture and language knowing past
events must be separated from generative positive expectations under the will and power of a
leader.
 The school district might need to mentor the culture leader. And, the reverse is true.
 It will also give us pause to see excess regulation as an opportunity for effectiveness if we do
right by our age 0-6 children in the light of Galatians 5:22 (made relative by group) and chapter
28’s discussion of relative LOVE within The Absorbent Mind by Maria Montessori.

